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Abstract. Land evaluation develops the assessment of land perfonnance when used for 
specified purposes, providing a rational basis for land use planning. T o cany out this 
interpretative process. soil surveys along with other natural resource inventaries are tbe 
basic building blocks. Suitability, vulnerability, land management and sustainability are 
concepts to be simultaneously incorporated in an extended land evaluation approach. 
To this end, emerging technology in data and knowledge engineering provides exceUent 
possibilities for using. The automatic data handling a1lows to develop !he fundamental 
purpose of land evaluation: to predict !he consequences of change in different seenarios. 
According to this new frarnework, MicroLEIS+ system is an extension of traditional 
land evaluation procedure based on works previously developed. The system uses a 
set of readily available input pararneters, and makes special application of expert 
system techniques. It pretends to transmit useful infonnation for the needs, not only in 
land use planning and environmental studies, but a1so in sustainable agricultural 
management. 
Introduction 
For land use planning, "soil utilization in harmony with Nature" is equivalent to define 
sustainable land use and management systems. Presently, the big challenge for land use planning are 
to sustain biophysical land potentiality and to diversifY agricultural land use. According to the 
sustainability concept, land use and management systems have to be defined not only in tenns of 
economic production, but a1so in tenns ofits impact on the environment (1). 
Land evaluation techniques, as a matching process of land qualities with land use 
requirements which are specific for a particular land use type (2), is a correct way to assess 
economic and environmental sustainable land use and management systems. The assessment ofland 
use sustainability must consider the land potential and land degradation. Also, land management 
aspects which have been considered only as a prerequisite in traditional land evaluation must be 
incorporated as diagoostic criteria; in response to tbe growing need for integrating agronomical 
infonnation in a new land evaluation frarnework. Soil, relief, c1imate, land use and management 
factors show a huge variety as well as many sensitive interrelationships. The development of general 
rules for a quantitative assessment of sustainability requires that all !hese relevant aspects are 
sirnultaneously taken into account (3). Spatial variability of soil (pedo-diversity) is a main factor 
which complicates the assessment process. This extended evaluation process, which anaIyses 
variability and interactions between biophysical and agricultural factors, can be currently deVeloped 
by application of data and knowledge engineering techniques. 
I 
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Emerging technology in data and knowledge engineering, such as computer-based data 
collection, processing and integrating systems, provides exceUent possibilities in the land 
interpretative process. Databases, e.g. FAO-ISRlC-CSIC soil database (4), and expert system 
techniques, e.g. ALES sheU (5), are particularly useful to automatic infonnation handliog in land 
evaluation. 
The previous versions of MicroLEIS (Appeodix 1) were in general accordance to the 
traditional FAO-Framework for Land Evaluation (6) and based on integrated biophysical land 
evaluation methods, in order to develop a tool to aid on-policy decision making. Several land 
capability, suitability and yield prediction methods could be automaticaUy applied. According to soil 
and elimate parameters, land evaluation procedures were combined by using corresponding scale-
appropriate models, which vary fiom qualitative through semi-quantitative to quantitative empirical 
models. 
Based on this background, the aim ofMicroLEIS+ was to establish an interactive and user-
friendly procedure for the computerised definition of sustainable land use and management systems, 
under Mediterranean agricultural conditioos. To this eod, the main objectives have been: a) to 
improve the precision of previous biophysical land evaluation modules; b) to develop land 
vulnerability assessments, with special reference to soil erosion and chemical contamination as two 
dominant types of soil degradation; e) to extend the land evaluation fiamework towards scientific 
land management evaluation and global assessment of sustainability; and d) to automate the data 
handling, such as the input parameter capture and the output result display, by making use of 
evaluating scenarios. 
BiopbysicaI Basic Infonnation 
According to the traditional fiamework of Iand evaluation, the biophysical basic information 
on which the evaluation approach has been founded are basically referred to site (geomorphology 
and hydrology), soil, climate and Iand use. To develop MicroLEIS+ the soil information referred to 
representative soil profiJes fiom Andalucia (7) and the European Community (8) was stored in the 
SOB soil database (4). This database was designed to store and maIÚpulate conventional soil profiJe 
information, such as field descriptions and laboratory data. It ineludes input, edit, print, selection 
and file creation facilities. The soil layer generator, as a part of the SOB-MicroLEIS+ interface, 
provides exceUent possibilities of application for users. The climate infonnation referred to selected 
meteorological stations fiom Andalucia (7) and the European COf11l!lunity (9) was collected in a 
database (COB) to maIÚpulate monthly time-step data. The CDB contains not only air temperatures 
and amount of precipitatioo but also the known Penman variables. The maIÚpulation of climatic data 
involve mainly agro-climatology determinations which are of particular importance in areas of 
marginal moisture availability, such as in the Mediterranean regioos. 
The biophysical information is geo-referenced to spatial units which in terms of land 
evaluation are equivalent to soil-units or land-units. The central concept of a soil-unit is elosely 
related to soil series as the lowest category of any hierarchial taxonomic elassification (10). On the 
other band, a land-unit is considered to be spatially homogeneous in terms of all elements of 
physical environment, particularly soil and climate. To generate this information, standard methods 
of soil survey are required, aloog with any particular studies of soil moisture properties. 
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Land Management Information 
Traditionally, one of the most disappointing aspects of land evaluation has been the scarce 
relations with other areas in soil and crap sciences. However, when attempting to anaIyze land 
potential variability versus geographic variability, the part of land value variability attributable to 
influences from agricultural management can be very importan!. Extended land evaluation 
procedures must be able to predict suitable land use types and to define high precision management 
systems. This soil specific management, ofien referred to as "farming by soils" (11), ineludes crop 
properties and cultivation practices. To develop MicroLEIS+, the following crops: wheat, 
sunflower, barley, corton, sugarbeet. maize, patato, tobacco, chickpea, alfalfa, rice, olive, vine, citrus 
and almond, were considered to elaborate the information summarized in the Table l. For the 
current regional scenario of Andalucia, this information on land management was collected by a 
study of published bibliography and agricultural statistics, farmer contacts, and discussion with 
extention personnel. I.n this sense a management knowledge and database (MKB) was developed for 
this region. The management factors are considered as inputs exelusively described in technical 
terms and for regional seenarios. The socio-economic aspeets, such as inputs-outputs relationships 
or cost-benefit analysis, are not considered. 
The land management information is geo-referenced to observation sites which in terrns of 
land evaluation are equivalent to field-units. Th. field-units are defined as the units of analysis, 
which are considered to be the total natural and technical environment within a particular agricultural 
produetion takes place. 
Land Capability Evaluation 
The overall strueture of MicroLEIS+ is shown in Figure l. Each compartment of this 
extended land evaluation system forms a module or sub-system. The different modules, sorne are 
complex and others very simple, make use of qualitative methods although the expert systems are 
most widely utilized. As pointed out by Dent & Young (2), land charaeteristics can provide directly 
a valid basis for estimating evaluation elasses. The main problem is tbat no aceount is taken of 
interactions between charaeteristics. Land qualities take aceount of such interaetions. However, the 
main disavantage is that of greater complexity, because it is necessary an interveniog stage of 
converting charaeteristics into qualities. The expert systems technique (5) is a very appropiate 
procedure to develop tbis conversion process. 
The land evaluation terms and concepts of FAO-Frarnework (6), along with sorne new 
adoptions (Appendix 2), are used. Application of the whole model can be made to give a detailed 
response of the land behaviour, in terms of sustainable land use and management systems. 
However, the different modules can be independently used to predict particular aspects. The land 
charaeteristics or input pararneters ofthe systern are related in Appendix 3. 
General Land C;;p,wjJity ModMle. Tbis module (narned Cervatana) represents a physical land 
evaluation method as a first stage to separate land units, suitable or not suitable, for agricultura! use. 
Capability is the potenlial of land for genera! kinds of use. Potentialities are considered as land 
properties wbich bave a possitive effee! on capability. On the contrary wilh potentialities, 
Iimitations are land properties which bave 3D adverse effee! on capability. The flow of lhe method 
(12) gives a genera! capability rating for agricultura! use, taking into account Iimitations imposed by 
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Table 1. Summary of MC's and their classes from the management knowledge base (MKB) 
referred to the main current FUTs in Andalucia region. 
Management Classes 
Characteri~tics 2 3 4 
Cro12 nrogerties 
Plant type nill set aside annual perenniol 
Plant age seeding juvenile full size old 
Plant height, cm <100 100-175 175-250 >250 
Rooting depth, cm <50 50-100 100-150 >150 
Leaf size, cm2 <2 2-10 10-50 >50 
---LAl,max <5 5-8 8-10 >10 
GSL, day <150 150-200 200-225 >225 
Kc, mid-season <0.9 0.9-l.l l.l-l.2 >1.2 
Harvest index <0.15 0.15-0.30 0.30-0.60 >0.60 
CultivªtiQn nractices 
Primary tillage: 
Plow, times nill 2-5 
Cultivator, times nill 2-5 >5 
Plastic paded not yes 
Secondary tillage: 
Cultivator, times nill 2-5 >5 
Clearing, times nill 
Rolling pin, times nill 2-5 >5 
Plant density, plant/ha <5000 5000-50000 50000-1 mili >1 milI 
Row spacing, cm <15 15-70 70-200 200-1000 
Sowinglplanting date auturnm winter spring summer 
Fertilizers, Kglha: 
N niU 50-100 100-250 >250 
P nill 20-30 30-60 >60 
K nill 30-50 50-75 >75 
Herbicides, times nill I 2-4 
Plaguicides, times nill I 2-5 
Irrigation: 
Times nill 2-5 >5 
System nill dripping sprinkling furrow 
Artificial drainage not yes 
Harvesting manual machinal 
Harvesting date autumm winter spring surnmer 
Crop residues niU burning ploughed-in 
Conservation nill rew many 
Rotation nill winter-surnmer annual-perennial independent 
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Figure 1. Global diagram tor assessing sustainability of land use and management using MicroLEIS+ 
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the foUowing land qualities: topography, soil profile, erosion risks, and bioelimatic deficiency. With 
relation to Ihe previous versions, the estimation of the last quality has been improved by a simple 
soil water balance model. 
Malching tables were used to express inferences and define, by Ihe maximum limitation 
method, four capability elasses: Class S I-ExceUent, Class S2-Good, Class S3-Moderate, and Class 
N-Marginal and Nule. Four subelasses are also defined according lo the most limiting land qualilies. 
Fertility Soil Capability Module. This module (named Marisma) was developed as a part of Ihe 
general model of ACCESS EC-project (13), and in eludes a technical system to elassifY the natural 
fertilily of soils. As an adaptation lo the Sanchez et al. method (J 4), it emphasizes quantificable 
topsoil paramelers as weU as subsoil properties which are directly relevant to plant growth. The 
natural soil fertility elassificalion is particularly based . on chemical soil properties. Allhough the 
natural fertility has a relatively small impact on the soil production as compared to other soil 
pararneters -(texlure, drainage, soil depth), because it is easy to abolish the most fertility-related soil 
constraints, its prediction is very important from the sustainability point ofview. 
• Ibis interpretative soil classification is based on ten soil properties or characteristics, which 
are measured in a control section of the soil pro file taken over 50 cm depth. The data and 
knowledge have been caplured by making use of ALES sheU (5), through a decision tree. This 
approach elassifies Iwo catogories, elasses and subelasses, of natural soil fertility. Three elasses are 
considered: Class FI-Rich, Class F2-Moderate, and Class F3-Poor. The elasses F2 and F3 have 
the possibility to be divided in subelasses according to Ihe particular soil fertility limitations. 
Land Suitability Evaluation 
On the contrary with capability, suilability is the potential of land for single and elearly 
specitied kinds ofuse. Thus, suitability assessment has a sharp focus, looking for sites possessing the 
positive features associated with successful productión or use. The initiative for developing 
procedures to predict the relative land aptitudes fOT different uses was taken by F AO through the 
"Framework" (6). FoUowing these general criteria, several suitability modules for selected forestry 
species and stralegic crops were developed in MicroLElS+ 
Forestry Latid Suitability Module. This module (named Sierra) develops a tirst approximalion to 
land requirements of 22 representative forestry species, to be applied in agricultural marginal lands 
(12). The land use requirements were estimated as the minimum conditions ofland necessary for the 
successful and sustained grown of a given species, according to limitations imposed directly by land 
characteristics. These land characteristics are referred to site, soil and elimate factors. 
The basis of these tentative land requirements was structured so that a land suitability 
elassmcation indieated whcther a land unit was assessed as Suitable (Order S) or Not suitable (Order 
N) for the forestry species under consideration. The procedure of maximum limitation was foUowed 
to establish the physieal suitability mcthod for forest use. The evaluation resullS output ineludes a list 
of suitable species for each land unit evaluated. 
AgriculturaJ Soil Suitability Module. The soil suitability module (named Almagra) was 
respectively based on an analysis of soil factors which influence the productive growth of twelve 
traditionaI crops: wheat, maize, melon, potato, soybean, eolton, sunflower, sugarbeet, alfalfa, peach, 
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citrus and olive (J 5). Seven soil properties are considered by land characteristics as diagnostic 
criteria of direct effect on the production. . 
For e.ch soil characteristic, it was established a gradation matrix which relates the soil 
characteristic value with the corresponding soil crop requirements. FoJlowing the procedure of 
maximum limitation, five relative suitability classes are deterrnined: Class SI-Very High, Class S2-
High, Class S3-Moderate, Class S4-Low, and Class S5-Very Low. The subclasses are indicated by 
the letters corresponding to the main limiting soil diagnostic criteria. 
Crop Yield Prediction Module. This module (narned Albero) is composed by multiple regression 
equations for predicting yield ofwhe.t, maize and cotton crops (16). These statistical models were 
forrnulated, calibrated and validated over a particular range of management practices, climate, soils 
and time scales. The experimental pararneters which define the selected benchmark zone are the 
foJlowing: high level ofland management, .general characteristics of the Mediterranean climate, best 
agricultural soil' and estimated average yields obtained in recent years. 
As diagnostic criteria or X variables were considered seven soil properties. Several 
interactions are also included in the polynomial equations. According to the statistical test, the 
independent variables and their interactions accounted for a great part ofthe variation (78-84%) in 
yield productions. The evaluation results are the production of whe.at, maize and cotton in t1ha. 
Land Vulnerability Evaluation 
Vulnerability is the capacity of land to be harmed. In MicroLEIS+, the concept of 
vulnerability is considered by two major environmental degradation hazards in Mediterranean 
regions: soil water erosiOD, and agrochernical soil and groundwater contamination. Erosion and 
chemical contamination modules interpret degradation risks at field scale combining soil and climate 
properties with land management eriteria. Thus attainable land vulnerability e1asses estimated on 
basis to biophysical factors are converted in corresponding actual vulnerability classes by making use 
of the management factors. The inference mechanism to relate Ihe management knowledge wilh the 
biophysical land evaluation results were basicaJIy developed into ALES system shell (5). Both 
vulnerability methods can be directly applied for estimation of the environmental impact of 
agricultural activities. 
Soil Erosion Risks Module This environmental module (narned Raizal) was developed as a par! of 
the general model of ACCESS EC-project (13). It makes application of expert system techniques to 
predict tbree different types of erosion vulnerability risks: attainable, management and actual. The 
attainable erosion risk is dependent on the land qualities rainfaIJ erosivity, soil erodibility and relief 
The management risk is dependent on recent land use and land management at • regionallevel. Two 
management qualities are considered: crop properties and cultivation practices. 
The attainable soil erosion risk sub-module separates four risk e1asses: Class Val-Very 
smaJI, Class Va2-Smal1, Class Va3-Moderate, and Class Va4-High; and its corresponding subelasses 
according to the most limiting land qualities. The management soil erosion risk sub-module 
separates four risk e1asses: Class Vml-Very low, Class Vm2-Low, Class Vm3-Moderate, and Class 
Vm4-High; and its corresponding subelasses according to Ihe most limiting management qualities. 
Finally, the actual erosion vulnerability e1asses are a combination of attainable and management soil 
erosion risk e1asses for e.ach field unit evaluated. 
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Agrochemical Contamination Module. This environrnental module (named Arenal) is a 
knowledge-based model that allows to predict the relative vulnerahility of the different fields to agro-
chemical compounds, in terms of soil and groundwater contamination (17). Within this module, the 
land characteristics: precipitation; physiography, water table depth, soil texture, salinity, pH and 
CEC, are combined with the management characteristics: farming system, artificial drainage and 
water extraction. 
Expert knowledge was captured by making application of expert system techniques, 
through computer -based decision trees. It was specially taken in mind the mobility of agricultural 
poUutants, fertilizers and pesticides, by soil infiltration and into groundwater. Four actual 
vulnerability elasses: SI-None, S2-Slight, S3-Moderate, S4-Severe, were determined and defined. 
An extension of this module is being developed, in order to facilitate a more detailed 
assessment of vulnerability to chemical degradation of agricultural land. The following different 
processes of chemical degradation are distinguished: salinization, alkalinization, eutrophication, 
acidilication and toxicity. Further many land management characteristics are considered as 
diagnostic criteria of the actual vulnerability elassification of field units. 
Scienlific Land Management Evaluation 
An important par! of MicroLEIS+ has been developed to define specified management 
practices in basis to suitability and vulnerability elasses. Thus, tbis extended land evaluation 
procedure is also ahle to define high precision farming systems. The optimum management, referred 
to as a "Guide for Scientific Management", was defined with special emphasize on water needs and 
fertilizer requirement for selected strategic annual cropS. The high precision or scientific agricultural 
practices are determined, beside the elimatic conditions and the requirements of cultivated crops, by 
the soil properties. 
lrrigation WaJer Needs Module. This module (named . Vega) assesses the soil moisture supply 
capacity by the moisture deficit, which is determined for every growing seasons as the difference 
between potential and actual evapotranspiration (18). Based on long-term weather data and on a 
monthly time-step calculations, the potential evapotranspiration (by climate) is estimated by 
Thornthwaite or Penrnan method. For each strategic crop, the maximum evapotranspiration (by 
plant) is calculated by using the crop coefficieot values corresponding to the growing season 
development stages. The actual evapotranspiration (by soil) is calculated by making use of effective 
precipitation and soil water capacity. Based on the previously estimated yield target (suitability elass) 
and leaching degree (vulnerability elass), the moisture delicit or irrigation water need is finally 
calibrated. The schedule ofirrigation is not considered by tbis module. 
Fertiliur Requirements Module. This module (named Campina) calculates the approximate input 
of fertilizers (supply of N, P, K) needed to mee! a set production target. In order to optimize 
fertilizer application as precisely as possible (19), tbe fertilizer requirernent for crop can be calculated 
knowing the nutrient uptake requirernent (by dry masses of yield and straw and their respective 
minimum elerneot concentrations), the base uptake (by theoretical yield-fertilizer response curves), 
and the recovery fraction (by the nutrient concentrations of comercial fertilizers and the soil 
material). The soil properties are taken into account according to the foUowing points of view: 
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amount of fertilizer that the soil retains during leaching (vulnerability e1ass), capacity to hold 
moisture and therefore to support growth (suitability e1ass), and organic matler and therefore the 
soil capacity to relaese N by míneralization. Fertility e1ass is also considered to estimate the yield 
from unfertilized land. The timing of fertilizer applications is not considered by this module. 
Global Approaeh lO Suslainability 
As pointed out by Dumanski (3), a recent and important reséarch development is the effort 
to develop an intemational framework for evaluation of sustainable 'and management. Sustainable 
land management is defined as !lthe combination of technologies, policies and activities which 
integrate economic principies with envirorunental concems, so as to manage land in a way that 
would simultaneously: mantain or enhance productionlservices; reduce the level of production risk; 
not deplete soil and water quality, and achieve enviromnental stability; be economícally viable and 
socially acceptable" . These are considered as lhe pillars of sustainable land management and the 
main requirement is tbat they are achieved simultaneously. Therefore, research in sustainable land 
management can be considered as an extension of land evaluation. 
Within this context, the sustainability may be defined in the sense that a sustainable or 
optimal agricultural land use system must inelude the maximum land suitability, the mínimum tield 
vulnerability and the optimum land management. In other words, a sustainable land use system 
would be one in which the potentialities corresponding to the suitability e1ass are equal to or greater 
than the limitations corresponding to tbe vulnerability e1ass. Consequently, a global and 
simultaneous application of a11 the modules developed by MicroLEJS+ (Figure 1), could be a 
realistic and precise assessment of sustainability. As a surnmary of this global application, a set of 
sustainability e1asses are defined automatically. This extended and global land evaluation approach 
may be useful to gíve a generalized view on the dífficulty of achievíng sustainabílity, following a 
comparíson procedure of evaluatíng scenaríos . 
.,rfl 
Evalualiog Seenarios 
The fundamental purpose of land evaluatíon ís to predíct the consequences of change. As 
pointed out by Dent and Young (2), evaluation involves comparíson between a1tematives. Jt has 
been found by experience that if an evaluation is made for only a síngle kind ofland use theo ít loses 
much o[ its force. Therefore, it is necessary to present two or more a1ternatíve kinds of use, with 
each its consequences. To this end, an important part of MicroLEJS+ is the se! of computer 
programs with menus and explaining sereeos to aid generation (preparation and editing) of input data 
for the system; and to display (in tabular and/or graphical mode) results ofthe evaluatíon. By using 
automatíc data handlíng, ít ís easy to modíiY parameters creating new evaluatíng scenaríos, ron the 
evaluation modules and observe their effects. Tbe evaluating seenarios, as a complete set of 
observation sites, can be redefined according to current or poteotial land and management 
condítions. Tbe potential conditions can be referred to land use, climatic or global changes. 
IlIpul Dala Gellera/or. The input parameters, snch as related for tbe different modules in the 
AppeodiI 3, can be generaled for each evaluating scenarios to be anaIysed. To do tbat, lhe 
computer keyboard following a menu system and help sereens mode, and the SDB, CDB and MKB 
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interfaces can be used. lnput data are generated !Tom each evaluation module, although can a1so be 
generated !Tom the global application option. 
Datasel and Toolkit. The dataset is a summary of biophysical and agricultural information !Tom 
Mediterranean regions, referred to a11 the input pararneters of MicroLEIS+, in order to help for 
application of the evaluation modules. The dataset is composed by several standard data files of 
monthly time-step climate, landscape, soil morphological and analytical data, and crop and 
management data for specific land-use systems, geo-referenced to selected benchmark sites. 
In basis to the principie of using a set of readily available input pararneters, the toolkit 
indudes a group of climate and pedo-transfer functions. Derived climate parameters, such as 
biodimatic dassification, rainfall erosivity and leachmg degree, along with soil physical properties, 
can be estimated !Tom simple dimate and soil data. 
Output Results Display. The elfort devoted to presentation of the evaluation results has basically 
been emphasized to the practical importance and transmission of the information. By application of 
the capability evaluation modules in any given evaluating scenario, the tabular output shows the 
capability dasses (physical and fertility) and corresponding subdasses (or kind oflimitation) for each 
observation site. Vulnerability subdasses referred to erosion and chemical degradation are a1so 
induded. Finally, recommended forest species, suitability subdasses for the selected strategic crops, 
predicted yields and optimum land management (irrigation w.ter and fertilizer requirements) are 
t.bulated. 
The graprucal presentation of the evaluation results, making use of simple !Tequency 
distributions of dasses and subdasses, pretends to facilitate the comparison between a1temative 
evaluating scenarios. The outpul can be provided as standard file formats acceptable to a range of 
geogr.pruc inforrnation systems. 
Computing Environment MicroLEIS+ was designed and constructed to be applied, as sequential 
and user-friendly set of computer prograrns. The mainprograrn developed in CLIPPER language 
comprises the input data generator and result display. The capabin"" suitability, vulnerability, 
sustainability and toolkit modules were tumed into subroutines, in BASIC or C languages. The 
executables subroutines, when called !Tom the "Main Menu", apply the corresponding evaluation 
options. The datase! was structured in a dBASE IV environment. Several documentation files 
develop an arnple inforrnation on MicroLEIS+ such as an "Electronic Manual", and !he "Presentalion 
Language" to change to Spanish or English languages, are a1so utilities of trus system. The package 
runs on IBM-compatible PC plalforrn. 
Conclusions 
B.sed on lhe results of trus work, the following condusions are drawn. 
a) Simple types of inforrnation describing land natural resources and land management can be 
combined by using computer-based technology in data and knowledge engineering, in order lO 
develop extended land evaluation procedures for the prediction of sustainable agricultural systems. 
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b) In order to predict the consequences of change, the automatic data handling of MicroLEIS+ 
al10ws to modify parameters creating new evaluating scenarios, run the evaluatían and observe their 
effects. The evaluating scenarios can be redefined according .lo current or potential land and 
management conditions. The potential conditions may be referred to land use, c1imatic or global 
changes. 
c) MicroLEIS+ appears to be an useful tool for !ransmission of knowledges in land resources and 
agricultural sciences. This Mediterranean land evaluatian informatian system can 3id oot only on-
policy decision making, but also on-fanm decision making. 
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Appendix 1. Background: Produced and Validation Papen of MicroLEIS 
Produced Papers 
De la Rosa, D. 1993. MicrpoLElS 3.2: A Set ofComputer Programs, Statistical Models and Expert 
Systems for Land Evaluation. In: Soil Responses to Climate Change (M.D.A. Rounsevell 
and P.J. Loveland, eds.) NATO ASI Series, Springer-Verlag, Heidelberg. (In Press). 
---------------. 1993. Land Evaluation for Soil Specific Land Use and Management. EPOCH Course 
on Desertification in a European Contexto Alicante. (In Press). 
---------------, l .A. Moreno, L.V. Garcia and l . Almorza. 1992. MicroLEIS: A Microcomputer-
based Mediterranean Land Evaluation Inforrnation System. Soil Use and Management, 
8, 89-96. . 
Crompvoets, l. , F. Mayol and D. de la Rosa. 1993. An Expert Ev¡¡luation System for Assessing 
Agricultural Soil Erosion Vulnerability. In: Soil Responses to Climate Change (M.o.A. 
Rounsevell and P.J Loveland, eds.) NATO ASI Series, Springer-Verlag, Heidelberg. 
(In Press). 
---------------, F. Mayol, G. Aguirre and D. de la Rosa. 1994. Expert Evaluation Models for 
Assessing the Impacts of Climate Change on Soil Degradation. XV World Congress of Soil 
Science. Poster Presentation. Acapulco. (In Press) 
Validation Papers 
Lopez, J 1990. Prediccion de la Calidad Agricola de los Suelos. Un caso de estudio en la zona 
regable del rio Pilon, Mexico. XXVII Curso Internacional de Edafologia. Tech. Report. 
Sevilla. 60pp+app\jlldices. 
Corres, B. 1991. Evaluaci'ón Agroecologica de Suelos Representativos de la Provincia de Huelva, 
España. Aplicacion y validacion del sistema MicroLEIS. XXVIII Curso Internacional de 
Edafologia. Tech. Report. Sevilla. 56pp+anexos. 
Mills, M. 1991. An Environmental Land Use Plan for the El Guijo Region ofHuelva, SW. Spain. 
Using MicroLEIS, a biophysicalland evaluation system. Report ofMaster Degree. Dept. 
of Environmental Science, Univ. of Stirling. 52pp+appendices. 
Wallace, N. 1991. The Results and Implications ofa Mediterranean Land Evaluation System for 
Sustainable Environmental Management in the La Palma del Condado, S.W. Spain. Report 
ofMaster Degree. Dept. ofEnvironmental Science, Univ. of Stirling. 64pp+appendices 
and maps. 
Aguirre, G. 1992. Adaptabilidad del Sistema de Evaluacion MicroLEIS para Predecir el Efecto 
Agricola de los Posibles Cambios Climaticos. XXIX Curso Internacional de Edafologia. 
Tech. Report . Sevilla. 105pp+anexos. 
Crompvoets, 1. 1992. Expert System for Assessing Sunflower Crop Production. Colurnela Project. 
A par! of Report of Master Degree. Dept. of Soil Science, Agricultural Univ. of 
Wageningen. 57pp+appendices. 
Tonjes, JJ 1993. Agricultural Management and Land Evaluation. An evaluation model for 
sunflower in Andalucia. A par! of Report of Master Degree. Dept. of Agronomy, 
Agricultural Univ. of Wageningen. 17pp+appendices. 
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ES 
EU 
FU 
LU" 
SU 
FUT 
LC" 
LQ" 
LUR" 
LUS 
LUT" 
MC 
MQ 
Appendix 2. Glossario of Terros Used 
Evaluating Scenario. Complete set of observation sites or evaluating units which can be 
classified and reclassified by the different evaluation modules. 
Evaluating Unit. General term to identifY the spalial unit of analysis or observation site to be 
evaluated by the different modules ofMicroLEIS+ 
Field Unit. EU which is considered to be the natural and technical environment within 
which agricultural production takes place. A FU is characterized by LCs and MCs. This is 
the EU for Raizal, Arenal, Vega and Campina modules. 
Land Unit. EU which is !he focal point in land evaluation. A LU is considered to be 
spatially homogeneous in terms of all elements of physical environment: climate, site, soil 
and use. This is the EU for Cervatana and Sierra modules. 
Soil Unit. EU which is considered the basie building blok for developing soil interpretations. 
Soil series, the lowest eategory of any hierarchial taxonomic c1assification, is the most 
homogeneous and c10sely related to the central concept of a SU. This is the EU for 
Marisma, Almagra, and Albero modules. 
Field Utilization Tvoe. This is an extension ofthe LUT with special attention to agronomic 
or management characteristics (crop properties and cultivation practices), exclusively 
described in techrncal terroso 
Land Characteristic. Attribute of land that can be measured or estimated and which can be 
employed as a mean of describing LQs or distinguishing between LUs of different 
suitabilities or vulnerabilities for use. It eoosiders basically climate, site and soil factors. 
Land Ouality. Complex attribute ofland whieh acts in a manoer distinct from the actions of 
other LQ's in its influence on the suitability ofland for a spec¡ifie kind ofuse. 
Land Use Requirement. Each LUT poses speeifie requiremebts to the land. 
Land Use System. This is a combination of one .LV and one LUT. Without socio-eeonomic 
considerations, a LVS is equivalent to a FU. 
Land Utilization Tvoe. This is a more specific interpretation ofland-use which considers the 
biophysical, techrncal and socio-economic artributes of a LU. 
Management Characteristic. Attribute of management that can be eslÍmated and which can 
be employed as a mean of describing MQs. It considers basically crop properties and 
cultivation practices. 
Management Ouality. Complex attribute of management whieh acts in a manner distinet 
from the actions of other MQs in its influence on the suitability or vulnerability of field for 
specific kind of use . 
• Traditional terros defined in the land evaluation FAO Frarnework (6). 
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Appendix 3. Input Parameters of MicroLEIS+ 
Cervatana Module: General Land Capability 
Site slope gradient (4 classes, %) 
Site water table depth (cm) 
Soil useful depth (4 classes, cm) 
Soil textural class (2 classes) 
Soil superficial stoniness (3 classes, % ground covered) 
Soil drainage (3 classes) 
• Soil field capacity, as pF 2.5 (%) 
• Soil wilting point, as pF 4.2 (%) 
Soil salinity (4 classes, dS m-l) 
Soil erodibility (3 classes) 
Climate maximum monthly precipitation (mm) 
Climate mean monthly precipitation (mm) 
Climate maximum monthly temperature (oC) 
Climate minimum monthly temperature (oC) 
Use/vegetation density (3 classes, % ground covered) 
Marisma Module: Fertility Soil Capability 
Soil pH, or A1-content ofCEC ( -, %) 
Soil weatherable minerals (% minerolog. composition) 
Soil cation exchange capacity (meq 100g-l) 
Soil base saturation (% exch. basic cations) 
Soil sodium saturation (% exch. Na-ions) 
Soil salinity (dS mol) 
Soil C/N ratio (2 classes) 
Soil gley properties (2 classes) 
Soil potasium supplying (meq 100g-1 exch. K-ions) 
Soil P-fixation power (2 classes) 
Sierra Module: Forestry Land Suitability 
• Capability class 
Site latitude (30-45, degree) 
Site a1titude (0-2800, m) 
Site physiographical position (6 classes) 
Soil useful depth (3 classes, cm) 
Soil textural class (3 classes) 
Soil drainage (4 classes) 
Soil pH (4.0-8.5) 
Climate mean monthly precipitation (mm) 
Climate maximum monthly temperature (OC) 
Climate minimum monthly temperature (OC) 
Almagra Module: Agricultural Soil Suitability 
• Capability class 
Soil useful depth (cm) 
Soil superficial stoniness (3 classes, % ground covered) 
S9 
Soil textural class (5 classes) 
Soil drainage (6 classes) 
Soil carbonate content (%) 
Soil salinity (dS m-I) 
Soil sodium satunltion (% exch. Na-ions) 
Soil profile development (4 classes) 
Albero Module: Crop Yield Predicnon 
• Capability class 
Soil useful depth (20-120, cm) 
Soil clay content (l4-7S, %) 
Soil hydromorphic !:-eatures (30-120, cm) 
Soil carbonate content (0-28, %) 
Soil salinity (0-8, dS mol) 
Soil sodium saturation (0-8, % exch. Na-ions) 
Soil cation exchange capacity (6-53, meq 100g- l ) 
Raiza/ Module: Soil Erosion Risks 
• Capability class 
Site physiographical position (5 classes) 
Site slope gradient (%) 
Soil useful depth (cm) 
Soil textural class (12 classes) 
Soil superficial stoniness (% ground covered) 
Soi! organic maller (% dry soi! mass) 
Soil drainage (3 classes) 
Soil sodium saturation (% exch. Na-ions) 
Climate maximum monthJy precipitation (mm) 
Climate mean monthJy precipitation (mm) 
Climate mean monthJy temperature (OC) 
Crop type (3 classes) 
Crop leaf duration (2 classes) 
Crop growing season length (days) 
Crop sowing date (month, season) 
Crop specific leafarea, maximum (m2 Kg_l) 
Crop maximum plant height (m) 
Crop maximurn rooting depth (cm) 
Cultivation tillage practices type (4 classes) 
Cultivation tillage depth (2 classes) 
Cultivation soil conservatÍon techniques (2 classes) 
Cultivation artificial drainage (2 classes) 
Cultivation irrigation system (2 classes) 
Cultivation .plant density (plants, trees ha-I) 
Cultivation row spacing (cm) 
Cultivation crop rotation (4 classes) 
Cultivation use of herbicides (2 classes) 
Cultivation residues treatment (3 classes) 
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Arenal Module: Agrochemical Contamination Risks 
• Capability class 
Site physiographieal position (4 classes) 
Site water !able depth (cm) 
Soil clay eontent (%) 
Soil sil! content (%) 
Soil salinity (dS m-I) 
Soil pH 
Soil eation exehange eapaeity (meq 100¡¡-1) 
Climate mean monthly precipitation (mm) 
Climate mean monthly temperature (OC) 
Cultivation farming system (4 classes) 
Cultivation artificial drainage (2 classes) 
Cultivation water extraetion (2 e1asses) 
Vega Module: Optimum Irrigation Water Needs 
• Suitability e1ass, yield target 
• Vulnerability elass, leaehing degree 
Site latitude (degree) 
Site water table depth (cm) 
o Soil field capacity, as pF 2.5 (%) 
o Soil wilting point, as pF 4.2 (%) 
o Soil infiltration rate (mmIh) 
o Soil satured hydraulie eonduetivity (cm day-I) 
Climate mean monthly temperature (OC) 
Climate mean monthly precipitation (mm) 
Crop type (strategie erops) 
Crop growing season length (days) 
Crop eoeffieients, kc/stage (5 stages) 
Cultivation irrigation system (3 e1asses) 
Campina Module: Optimum Fertilizn Requirements 
• Fertility e1ass, yield from unfertilized land 
• Suitability class, yield target 
• Vulnerability e1ass, leaehing degree 
Soil general type (12 e1asses) 
Crop type (selected strategic erops) 
Crop defieiency symptoms (2 e1asses) 
Cultivation fertilizer type (10 e1asses) 
Cultivation fertilizer applieation (4 e1asses) 
• Evaluating e1asses estimated by other modules ofMicroLEIS+ 
o Pararneters whieh can be derived from simple data using the toolkit (pedo-transfer firnctions). 
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Appendix 4. Institutions Currently Authorized to Use MicroLEIS 
Departamento de Suolo 
Ora. M. G. ~alves 
Estaao AgrOl'lOlllica Nacional 
Ociru. PORTIlGAL 
Ikpartamenlu de Invmigaao Agraria 
Mr. M. Iknassi 
Cutrale S,A 
Araraqulta. SP. BRASIL 
Ccapll1. 1m.1ituto de Geociencias 
Prof. G. Garcia 
l lniv.:nidadc Estadua\ Paulista 
Rio Claro. SP. BRASIL 
Estacion Experimental de Aula Dei 
Dr. J. 1\Iachin 
CSIC 
7..M11goza. SPAlN. 
Casa de Velazquez 
Dr. F. Foumeau 
Madrid, SPAIN. 
¡)q)artamento de Quimica Agricola 
Prof. G. Paneque 
Univenidad de Sc1.illa 
so:\·m ... SPAIN. 
lnstitut Geography 
Mn.. E. Ec:kcr 
l lniversitat Freiburg 
Frciburg. GER~IA,~Y 
Collese Agriculture and tire Scict1CCS 
Dr. D. Rossitcr 
Comell Univenity 
¡lilac .. NY. USA 
Departamento de Gcografia Física 
Prof. F. Lopez-Bermudez 
Uni\'Cftidad de Murcia 
Murcia. SPAIN. 
I..and and Wl1.cr Devclopment Division 
Dr. 8rinkman 
FAO 
Roma. ITALY. 
Dipartarnento di Pedologia AppliClta 
Prof. O. Magaldi 
Univenitadi L'Aquila 
Aquila, ITALY. 
Jod Rcaean:h Cmtre 
Dr. 1. M. Meyer-Roux 
CEC 
lJpra, rr Al. Y. 
Centro Invcstipcion y Tccnologil Agraria 
Dr. 1. M. Ontai\oo 
Oobiemo Imular Canario 
LA Lagun.. SPAlN. 
Goologi,:allnstitute 
Dr. W. 'Verhe)'c 
Sute Uniwnity Ghent 
Ghent. BELGlUM. 
Esbcioo Exp..-rimental del Zaidin 
Pro[ E. Barahooa 
CSIC 
Granada. SPMN. 
Oepartment of Environmentll Sdcnce 
Dr. D. Davidson 
Univcrsity ofSlirling 
Slirling. UK. 
Soil Scienco: Departmenl 
Prof. M. Collins 
lInivn-sity of Florida 
Gaincsville. Fla.l1SA. 
),.'VIII Cww Into:macioo.1 de Edafologia 
Prof. J. L. Mudaml 
CSIC 
!kvilla. SPAIN. 
Centro de Ciencias Social.:!! 
Dr. J. L LabruKk:ro 
CSIC 
Madrid. SPAIN. 
Departamento dc Geog:rafia Fisica 
Dr. J. Ojeda 
l1ni"n-sidad de Sevilla 
Sevilla. SPAIN. 
Winand Staring Cmtre 
Dr. CA van Diepen 
W.geningm.. NETHERLANDS. 
Into:mational Soil RefCf\."TIL"C 
Dr. N. H. Batjes 
ISSS 
Wageningen, NETHERLANDS. 
Departm.mt ofSoiI Science and Goology 
Prof. J. Bouma 
AgrieuhuraJ Univn-sity 
Wageningen. NETHERLANDS. 
Dokuchaev Soil lnstitute 
Dr. V. Stolbovoy 
Moscow, RUSIA 
Soil Scimoe InstiMe 
Dr. S. P. Theodwopoülos 
Natiooal Agricuhural Resean::h Foundatioa 
A1hm, GREECE. 
lstituto di CbinUca Aptuia 
Pro{. G. Viancllo 
Universita dcgli Studi 
Bologna, IT Al Y. 
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Servicio de Investigacion Agraria 
Dr. J. Herrero 
Dipulal;:ioo General de Aragoo 
Zaragoza. SPAlN. 
Seo::ion de Agricultura 
Ing. J. Martinez 
DIRENA 
Santo Domingo, REP. DOMINICANA. 
Dcsertification Control Progranune 
Dr. M. Mmdoza 
UNE' 
N.irobi, KENY A. 
$oíl Survey and Land Researcli Centre 
Dr. M. ROURSoC\"C 1I 
Silsoe Campus 
Silsoe, UK, 
lnstitute rOl'" Tedtnology A.s5essment 
Prf. S. Alber 
Salesi~ 
Vienna, AUSTRIA 
Escuela de Biología 
Mn. B. CorTes 
Universidad Aulonoma de Guadalajara 
Guadalajara. ME..'<ICO. 
Agricultural Univcrsity ofWageningen 
0,. S. """"'""'" 
lntemational Training Cour;e 
AJora, SPAJN. 
Dcpartament d'Agricultura 
Dr. J. Boixaden. 
Gmeralitat de Catalunya 
Ueida., SPAIN. 
Sciencc du Sol 
Dr. J. P. Legro! 
INRA 
Montpellier, FRANCE. 
rrc 
Dr. A FarWd 
Enschode, NETHERLANDS. 
Cuno Intemacional de Edafología 
Prof. Aguilen 
UNAM 
Cuemavaca, MEXICO. 
MARS Agricuhure Project 
Dr. P. Vossen 
JRC-CEC 
Ispn.. IT AL Y . 
Universidad Nacional Pedro H. Urena 
In¡. A Villas 
Santo Domingo, REP. DOMINICANA. 
Colegio de Postgraduados 
Dr. E. Ojcda 
CmlrO Edafologia 
Chapingo, MEXICO. 
Dept of Oeography 
Dr. S. Tao 
Beijing University 
Beijing. CHrNA 
mituto di Idraulica Agaria 
Prof. V. Sardo 
Universita di Catania 
Catania, ITALY. 
Land Resoun.:e Research Centre 
Dr. J. Dumanski 
Agricuhure Caoacla 
0Uawa, CANADA 
Instituto Aaustin Codazzi 
Pro{. J. C. Leon 
Minis1erio de Hacienda . 
Bogota, COLOMBIA 
Facuhad de Farmacia 
Prn( J. Sanc:hez 
Univer&idad de Valencia 
Valencia, SPAJN. 
Facultad de Agronomia 
Prof. 1. Plas 
Uni .. 'ttSidad Central 
Muacay, VENEZUELA 
Silsoe Re:search Institute 
Dr. D. J. Whitc: 
WrestParlc 
Silsoe, UK. 
Estacion Experimental Agropecuaria 
lng. C. Angueira 
INTA 
Santiago del Estero, ARGENTINA 
Secretary oru Working Oroup 
Prof. A Zinck 
ISSS 
Enschcde, NETHERLANDS. 
Direccion Genera.! de Calidad Ambimtal 
Iog. J. M. Aniaga 
Agencia de Medio Ambierde, JA 
Sevilla, SPAZN. 
PROMAG 
Dr. C. Eeruns 
AtJ:o Busintss Part. 
Wagenin&en, NETHERLANDS. 
Insti.tuto de Agroquimica 
Dr. J. 1.. Rubio 
CSIC 
Valeocia, SPAIN. 
Swedish Inst Agricu1tural En.ginecriog 
"".G.~ Uppsal~/SWEDEN. 
Antony Regional Centnl 
Ing. Ph. Jannot 
CEMAGREF 
Antony, FRANCE. 
Oept. of Agricultura l Enginecring 
Iog. A Toro 
Univcnity of Agricultural Scimcc:s 
lJppu.la, SWEDEN. 
School ofGeography 
Dr. T. Fibos 
Unin~r5ity ofOxford 
Oxford, England, UK 
Curso de Evaluacion de Suelos 
Ora. M. C. Antolin 
Universidad Internacional M. Pelayo 
Valencia, SP~. 
Tecl!nion-lsrael1stitutc: ofTechnology 
Prof. Y. Amimelech 
Facu!ty of Asricultural Eng.iDecring 
Haifa, ISRAEl.. 
School ofDcvelopment Studies 
Dr. Y. Diot 
University ofEan Anglia 
Norwicb, UK. 
Unidad Docente de Fitotecnia 
Prof. B. Pascual 
ETSlA, Univcnidad de Valmc:ia 
VaJeocia, SPAIN. 
Escuela Superior de Agricultura 
Ora. A Hen1er 
Diputacioo de Barcelona 
Baroclooa, SPAIN. 
Soil SW'\'C)' ofEogland and Wales 
Mr. R. G. Sturdy 
SSLRC 
Siboc. UK. 
Committe on Education in Soil Scienoe 
Pro( A Ruellan 
ISSS 
Montpellier, fRANCE. 
Proyecto Agroasaja 
Mr. P. Leiva 
ASAJA -Sevilla 
Sevilla, SPAlN. 
Asriculture Cariada 
Dr. P. Milis 
Researd! Station 
Albert&, CANADA 
Facultad de Ciencias Experimentales 
Prof. E. Romero 
Univenidad de Hudva 
l-Judva, SPAIN. 
Saninario de Edafologia 
Mr. A Lagoa 
Univtnidad de Pontcvedra 
Pontcvcdra, SPAIN. 
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J 
Centre National de Coordination 
lng. A Aatek 
Centre National dela Recherche 
Rabat, MARQC. 
Departamento de Produccion Vegetal 
Prof. J. M. Osea 
EUITA, Univ. PoI. de Valencia 
Valencia, SPAlN. 
Laod Resouroes Divi5ion 
Dr. M. Liulcboy 
Ocpartment Primary Industries 
Queensland, AUSTRALIA 
Jornadas Impacto AmbieotaJ en Agricultura 
MI. M. Roca 
EUIT A, Cortijo de Cuarto 
Sevilla, SPAlN. 
Escuela Taller Restauracion Paisaje 
MI. J. l.. Rowa 
Fundacion Empresa Universidad 
Granada, SPAlN. 
Divi5ion ofSoils 
Dr. W. McDona.ld 
CSIRO 
Camberra, AUSTRALIA 
Departamento de Quimica Agrioola 
Prof. R. Ballesta 
Universidad Autonoma 
Madrid, SPA!N. 
Resou.rce & Environmenta1 Studics Centre 
Mr. D. F. üuinto 
Austra1ian National Univer.;.ity 
Cambara, AUSTRALIA 
Cartro de Ciencias Medioambicotales 
Dr. J. J. Ibai\ez 
CSIC 
Madrid, SPAIN. 
CORlNE Project 
Mr. U Comaert 
CEC-DO XI: Envi.ronmenl: 
Brusse1s, !lELGIUM. 
ASDU/AIT 
Mr. P. K. Han¡ 
Banp:ck., lliAILAND. 
Escuela Universitaria de Eoologia 
Pro[ E. Cobc:rtcn 
Universidad de TlllTlgona 
Tungona, SPA!N. 
Catedra de Edafologia 
Dr. 1.. Femandez 
Univer.;.idad de Extremadura 
Bad.aj~ SPAIN. 
Fundacion San Tebno 
MI'. A G. Castro 
Sevilla, SPAIN. 
